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10’2-8 6+

15’2-6 6+

BALL oR BLUe...  
hOW FAST aRE YOU?
PLaY  Be the first to spot 
the colour OR the object 
that appears the most.  
By day, you can see the 
colours, by night only the 
objects!
adaPT  Watch out!  
Special objects will switch 
things around!
WIn  Collect the most 
cards to win!

NO PATTERn, NO PARTY!
PLaY  Be the first to 
correctly match the playing 
cards to the exposed 
pattern card & win this card! 
Make sure the adjacent  
images are identical in 
shape OR colour OR both!
adaPT  Stay open-
minded. Rearrange already 
placed cards if needed to 
create a correct pattern!
WIn  Collect the most 
cards to win!

DOn'T BLiNK  
& FInD THE LInK!
PLaY  Be the first to spot 
which letters match the first 
letter of one or more of the 
images to win the card!
adaPT  2 distinct levels 
will push you to change  
your focus!
WIn  Collect the most 
cards to win!

REacTion SpeeD caRD game

REacTion SpeeD caRD game

REacTion SpeeD caRD game

REacTion SpeeD caRD game

REacTion SpeeD caRD game

REacTion SpeeD caRD & dice game

REacTion SpeeD dice game

faST sTRatEgY game

faST sTRatEgY game

SWiTCH it!

20’2-4 5+

PATTERn PARTY!

LeTTER LInKS

MASH THE 

MOnSTeR!
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20’2-8 6+

BAniSH aLL MOnSTeRS 
FROM YOUr LAnD!
PLaY  Be the first to spot 
a correct combination of  
3 monster cards, “mash”  
the flexible monster and 
banish the monsters to  
an opponent’s land. 
adaPT  Pay attention! 
Every new card changes 
everything. And beware of 
the multi-colour monsters!
WIn  Be the first to get 
rid of all your cards to win!

MOnSTeR MASH

SPECiAL obJeCtS!

ALWayS day!

ALWayS NigHT!

sWiTch  
day & nigHt!

It’s the colour BLUE!day

NigHT It’s the BALL!

muLTI-
coLouR 

monStERS

15’2-6 7+

20’2-5 5+

15’2-4 7+

10’2 7+

CATCh THE THieVeS  
in THE acT!
PLaY  Be the first to spot 
a correct combination of  
a Diamond, a Thief and a  
Fingerprint card. Grab the 
orange diamond, indicate 
the ‘theft incident’ and  
collect cards!
adaPT  Every flip 
changes the possible theft 
incidents and special cards 
switch things up even more!
WIn  Collect the most 
cards and become the best 
security guard!

THiNK FAST, YeLL FIRST!
PLaY  Start with the 3-dice 
level! Roll the dice and flip 
a card open! The first player 
to correctly yell the name  
of the fruit OR make the  
animal sound, wins the card.
adaPT  Consider multiple 
options and make the right 
connections! Use all 4 dice 
for maximum adaptability!
WIn  Collect the most 
cards to win!

THiNK BeyoNd  
THE 3x3 GRiD!
PLaY  Try to create a  
winning streak by aligning 
any 3 identical symbols  
horizontally, vertically or  
diagonally and collect all  
the tiles in the streak!
adaPT  Stack tiles up  
to 3 levels high … or use the 
special tiles! The ‘Trixo’ tiles 
to block your opponent(s) 
and the ‘arrow’ tiles to move 
an entire line of tiles! 
WIn  Collect the most 
tiles to win!

GO WiTH thE fLOw &  
gET 4-IN-A-RoW!
PLaY  Try to get 4 marbles 
of your colour in a horizontal, 
vertical or diagonal row on 
the patented, shifting game 
board. But watch out! To 
finish your turn, you must 
press the ‘Orbito’-button, 
which will make ALL marbles 
shift 1 position on their orbit!
adaPT  Stay focused 
as ALL marbles change 
position on every turn! 
You can also disrupt your 
opponent’s strategy by 
moving one of their marbles 
on your turn. Beware, 
this totally unique game 
element works both ways!
WIn  Align 4 marbles of 
your colour to win!

hAnDS uP!

MAKe a MOOoVe!

TRiXo

oRBiTO

5’2-4 5+

SEe IT fiRSt!  
YELL IT fiRSt!  
PLaY  Roll all 12 dice  
simultaneously and try to be 
the first to spot the shape 
or the colour that appears 
the most. Call out your  
answer & flip the sand timer!
adaPT  Be the first to 
spot the most visible shape 
or colour… or a TAKAMACHI!    
WIn  Be the first to get 
rid of your dice to win the 
game!

TAKaMAcHi
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OF tiLes!
OF tiLes!

WiN! 5 SPECiAL5 SPECiAL
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coLLeCT tiLescoLLeCT tiLes
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